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Motivation

• We wish to further extend Ruthotto et al ’s Hamiltonian Inspired
Neural Networks (HINN) [3] to predict the value of the Hamiltonian

• We build this framework using the fundamental relationships of a
Hamiltonian Ordinary Differential Equation:

dp

dt
=

∂H
∂q

,
dq
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= −∂H

∂p

• The Verlet method can be used with these relationships to gather
information about the dynamics of our problems [1]

• Learning the Hamiltonian would give more insight into the dynamics
of the given data set, allowing us to see how well our Neural Network
conserves a quantity analogous to total energy

Learning Problem

• Our neural network approximates the Hamiltonian

[t, pt, qt]
ResNet−−−−→ Hθ

Where θ are the network parameters we wish to optimize

• We use the autograd feature from the hessQuik package to calculate
the partials [4]

• These partials are used for our Verlet discretization in forward prop-
agation:

pθ+1 = pθ + h
∂Hθ

∂q
, qθ+1 = qθ − h

∂Hθ

∂p

• We can use the pθ, qθ to learn the parameters θ by minimizing:

min
θ

∫ T

0

[
|pθ − ptrue|2 + |qθ − qtrue|2

]
dt

Experiments

Fig. 1: Simple Spring-Mass System

The two body problem is another
Hamiltonian system that predicts the
motion between two masses, where
the only the forces acting on the
masses are the gravitational forces
from the other mass

To test our neural network, we first
began with the ideal spring mass sys-
tem, a Hamiltonian system which
simulates the movement of a mass at-
tached to a spring

Fig. 2: Two Body Problem

Results

To do the time stepping, we take input t0, pt0, qt0 and use the neural network with optimal parameters θ∗ to get Hθ∗.
Then use the Verlet method to find the p and q values at the next time step. Repeat this process until we reach our
final time step, giving us the entire p and q.

Spring Mass System

• In our approach we use a residual neural network structure created using the hessQuik [4] and PyTorch [5] packages.
The residual neural network has a depth of 20 layers and width of 3

• Sample Size: 2000 || Train Size: 2000 || Test Size: 300 || Validation Size: 300

• Epoch: 1500 || Optimizer: Gradient Descent || Learning Rate: 1 ∗ 10−3

Fig. 3: Spring Mass System

Two-Body Problem

• We then approached the two-body problem with our Hamiltonian Inspired Neural Network. We used the same
residual neural network structure with 20 layers and a width of 3

• Sample Size: 4000 || Train Size: 4000 || Test Size: 2900 || Validation Size: 900

• Epoch: 1500 || Optimizer: Gradient Descent || Learning Rate: 1 ∗ 10−3

Fig. 4: Two Body Problem

Comparison

In order to evaluate how our method performs, we want to compare
to a similar method by Greydanus et al that also found the value of a
Hamiltonian for a given data set [2]. However, our method differs greatly
from theirs in that they:

• Implement L2 loss for training and test losses. Hθ is again the
predicted Hamiltonian from the network
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• Then they use the RK4 method to predict position and velocity

Conclusion

• We extended the HINN to approximate the value of the Hamiltonian

• The Verlet method was implemented to discretize the ODE that
results from a Hamiltonian system

• We used our network to learn the Hamiltonian for a spring mass
system and the two-body problem, and found that our system learns
the dynamics of the given Hamiltonian data

• Moving forward, we hope to further apply our method on more com-
plicated Hamiltonian systems, for example the three body problem
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